Assessment 04: Speech Production

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records we have not received this assignment.

All Questions are of Consistency Marks (1 x 10)

1. The location in the oral cavity where the airflow is obstructed to produce a consonant sound is called ________
   - edge of obstruction
   - point of constriction
   - place of articulation
   - point of return
   1 point

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0

2. A consonant sound like /f/ or /θ/ is produced by bringing the lower lip against the upper teeth. The sound symbol is ________
   - bilabial
   - labiodental
   - dental
   - velar
   1 point

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0

3. A syllable has ________
   - one vowel, at least one consonant
   - one vowel, one consonant
   - one vowel, one or more consonants
   1 point

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0

4. The vowel sound /a/ is pronounced in the ________ vowel.
   - open back unrounded
   - close back unrounded
   - open back rounded
   1 point

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0

5. A consonant sound like /l/ or /r/ that is produced by bringing the tongue tip against the alveolar ridge is called ________
   - lingual
   - labiodental
   - dental
   - alveolar
   1 point

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0

6. The movement of the tongue against the back of the teeth is called a ________
   - velar stop
   - labial stop
   - velar fricative
   - labial fricative
   1 point

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0

7. The ________ is the region of the mouth where the upper teeth are anchored.
   - incisor ridge
   - alveolar ridge
   - incisor edge
   1 point

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0

8. The ________ is a neuronal structure traditionally thought of as a sensorimotor relay from various brain structures up to the cerebral cortex.
   - amygdala
   - hippocampus
   - thalamus
   1 point

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0

9. A consonant produced by constraining the vocal folds is called ________
   - fricative
   - approximant
   - nasal
   - stop
   1 point

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0

10. A region of the oral cavity that contains the teeth is called the ________
    - alveolar ridge
    - alveolar border
    - labial surface
    - molar surface
    1 point

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0

11. A region that is immediately to the left of the root of the tongue is called ________
    - labial area
    - oral area
    - lingual area
    - palatal area
    1 point

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0